Sophomores chat about college careers

Sophomores looking for resources to help them through college life attended the third annual Sophomore Advising Expo, held in the Student Union ballroom Wednesday.

The event, which was sponsored by the SJSU Advising Liaisons and Student Academic Success Services, has been held every year since 2010 to help sophomores and freshmen get acclimated to the school and its various departments and policies, according to the staff.

Sophomores know about the major Alicia Chan said she took advantage of the event’s resources. “I want to see some advisors (to see exactly where I should be),” she said. “I’m not entirely sure I want to stay where I am, so I’m here for reassurance, basically.”

“Just finding out where other resources are available, and the food lines,” Eng said.

Maureen Scharberg, associate vice president of student academic success services, said that the focus is on sophomores and second semester freshmen because of the transition they’re still going through.

Scharberg said most of the students she meets come to her from the academic advising office, but also come to her for personal reasons. “There might be something new here for them,” she said.

Several students said they came to take advantage of the resources provided by the event.

Robert Garcia, a sophomore philosophy major, said he hoped to meet with the philosophy department head.

“I wanted to let him know where I am right now and what other classes are available and what prerequisites are required,” Garcia said. “So I’m looking for my department and whatever other resources are available here.”

Gonzalo Queja, a freshman pre-nursing major, is also trying to acclimate himself to the college.

“I haven’t been (visiting) the resources, like tutoring and peer counseling,” Queja said. “There might be something new here that I didn’t even know about yet.”

Susan Shillinglaw, an English professor and major advisor, said she came up with the idea for the event in 2009.

“My project for the first year that the (San Jose State advising) liaisons were organized was to look at sophomore advising because there’s so much focus in all universities on freshmen and having freshmen come in as transfer students from high school,” Shillinglaw said. “Then when they’re declared their majors as juniors and seniors then we focus on their majors but sophomores kind of get lost.”

Shillinglaw said she did research on what other universities did for sophomores and found that some went on retreats and some held special events for them, so the thought SJSU should also be doing something for sophomores.

“I thought we should have something that focused just on sophomores and second-semester freshmen and what information we can provide for them,” Shillinglaw said. “I hope the students feel there’s a lot of energy here and get a lot of information.”

The University Police Department is holding a town hall meeting to open up dialogue between the police department and SJSU students about safety issues on campus.

The event, held in Morins Daily Auditorium yesterday afternoon, was an open forum for students to ask questions about the UPD and safety at SJSU.

Chief of Police Pete Decena answered questions in an open forum for any of the 57 students in attendance who asked.

“This event is a great opportunity for any student to give feedback to the UPD,” said Carmen Wuttermann, Associated Students vice president. “The UPD needs to hear from students on their view of things, if anything is happening and if they need to make improvements.”

Decena said the event was a direct way for students to talk to the UPD officers.

“This is a way for students to hear their voice heard about,” Decena said. “(UPD) does not know if there are unspoken things from the student’s perspective.”

The big goal is that UPD wants to create an advisory council that would consist of students and faculty, Decena said.

“What we want people from every college at SJSU,” Decena said. “This would also include Associated Students, Greek life and athletics as well.”

The advisory council would help inform the UPD on what is happening.

“There would be a chief advisor and students can take part in this,” Lam said. “We need a broad perspective of representation on this future council.

The advisory council will not be ready for the fall semester 2012, Decena said.

Decena addressed several of the needs the UPD has, along with goals for the future at SJSU.

“This was an informative town hall meeting,” political science major Jordan Cartagena said. “I liked how they addressed several gray areas and the justifiable need for more police on campus.”

One of the frequently asked questions was about the relationship of UPD and its relationship with San Jose Police Department.

Decena said UPD is in charge of SJU’s campus exclusively as well as surrounding it.

In regards to the blue light system, Decena said the rangers can take people to three different locations, depending on what happens.

By Greg Nelson
Another tip is for students to be alert when it comes to alcohol, according to Decena because people can become abusive or unaware of their surroundings if they are drunk and nearby others.

The last and most important tip is for students to always be alert and report anything that is suspicious, Decena said. UPD is not always informed of things that can happen around the campus, and they need to be notified by someone in the area to be there, according to Belcastro.

Laws said he hopes students keep informing UPD of happenings so it can be on the scene.

“We need the community of students, staff and faculty to be in communication with us,” Laws said. “The UPD is not always on the spot with what goes on.”

“The public address system needs improvement and we hope to have a security initiative on it.” - Pete Decena, UPD Chief of Police
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Deonna Brown, the executive vice president. According to Fullerton, a big reason why SJSU’s enrollment is consistent is due to Vietnam veterans who attended the university.
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The current state of the San Jose Sharks franchise
Niemi should receive blame for midseason problems

by Nick Sager
Sports Editor

For the first time since the 2002–2003 season, the San Jose Sharks could miss the playoffs. The Sharks’ recent struggles are mainly due to their goal-tender Antti Niemi.

The team did win two nights ago against the Edmonton Oilers, averaging a lot on March 6. However, the Sharks are 6-14 over their last 20 games and are in danger of missing the playoffs.

I will focus on three recent games. One is the Saturday, March 9 game against the St. Louis Blues, another is the Oilers game and the last game against the Dallas Stars which took place Thursday, March 8.

I will not focus on the games against average or the few percentage of Niemi during these games because a fan can easily look that information up and sometimes these numbers can be deceiving.

To be fair, the Blues are one of the best teams in the National Hockey League. However, the first goal the Blues scored was an open net goal on the power play. Niemi went out to the puck and was behind the net when the Blues’ player scored.

I know some people will call it a fluke goal, but the goalie was in the Sharks’ arena and a goalie should know the bounce of the boards.

This is especially true while the team is on a penalty kill, which is another area the Sharks have been struggling in the season.

The Blues were able to tie the game later in the first period but just twenty seconds later the Blues scored to take the lead.

This is Niemi’s biggest problem because it is not how many goals are scored against him, but when they are scored.

The Blues got another power-play goal in the second period and went on to win that game 3-1.

The problem with Niemi in the Edmonton game was that the Oilers scored within twelve seconds of the opening puck drop.

However, the Sharks were able to take the lead in the second period.

Less than a minute later, the Blues tied it and again Niemi was unable to hold the lead, as the Blues won in a shootout.

The Sharks dominated the game against the Stars which was the worst example of how Niemi gives up goals.

The Stars scored first which is another trend that happens with Niemi in net.

However, the Sharks were able to score at the end of the second period and beginning of the third period, giving the Sharks all the momentum.

Niemi gave up the lead yet again.

The Sharks were able to re-take the lead with about three minutes left in the game.

Niemi did it again, going up the lead with about 1:13 left in the game.

We have become so accustomed to winning in San Jose. So when a team with the hall-of-fame history of terrific regular seasons and consistent playoffs of the National Hockey League season, San Jose sits in eighth place, the last spot in the Western Conference playoffs.

However, the team has never been in this position before, the coaching is not used to this and the front office has done too much. They are used to winning on a consistent basis every year because for the last seven seasons, San Jose has been a factor in the playoffs and has been among the best teams in the NHL.

The dip in wins can be attributed to several things.

Just one month ago, the Sharks were sitting in third place in the playoff standings and stop the Pacific Division, but a brutal road trip and significant injuries can take some of the blame for why the team now sits outside the playoff picture.

One thing that has hurt this team the most is the lack of passion it has displayed on the ice, and anyone who has watched the past two weeks of Sharks hockey can attest to that.

San Jose is playing lackluster hockey and now they are paying for it in the standings by having to push hard even those next few weeks to be included in the playoffs this season.

Lack of urgency is probably the biggest factor facing this Sharks team right now.

After returning from the brutal nine-game road trip in mid-February where they went 2-6-1 against a mix of elite and bottom-tier teams, the Sharks were knights to the back end of the playoff standings.

However, there was no difference in the way they played.

The defense still looked wonded on the ice, the goaltending was marginally better than Niemi, but Niemi was the friendly face in the hallways and Logan Couture’s best friend. Trading him was trading the locker room chemistry from a team in dire need of a pick-me-up.

Even worse, McGinn has five goals and two assists since the trade, while Galiardi and Winnik have a combined total of one assist.

The team has never been in this position before.

Despite the unfortunate run of games, lack of urgency and overall terrible play from all areas, the Sharks still remain just one point out of the playoffs and four points out of the top spot in the Pacific Division.

The season starts now for Wilson. Wilson has a total of ten points this season and needs to be in this for his team to have a chance of making the playoffs this season.

For offensive ring-around-the-rosebud, Logan Couture, to put the team on his back over the next three weeks and take them into the playoffs in one form or another.
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Unoriginal scenes of action and create dull plot for flick

Disney’s ‘John Carter’ a monster box office disappointment

The movie attempted to elaborate on the relevant of John Carter through opening in moments where he reflected on memories. The twist and turn of the movie was slightly confusing yet visually interesting. In a scene where John Carter finds the tree that will help him get back to Earth, the tree lights up beautifully once he touches it. However, the alien John Carter meets on mars in the movie resembled a generic version of Avatars. The aliens have similar face paint and body structure, the only difference is they have an extra pair of arms. As the plot thickens with betrayal and lust, views of the movie started to resemble a generic version of Avatar. One of my favorite scenes was when John Carter fights two hugenous creatures in an effort to save the life of Tars Tarkas, played by William Dafoe. This scene was exciting and left me with a feeling of empathy for a few of the characters. There were a lot of loose ends which lead to frustration and confusion toward the end of the movie. According to Rotten Tomatoes, a website dedicated to movies, the $200 million movie generated a profit of $50 million in revenue during its first week. The movie gained $185 million from worldwide Box office.

by Virginia Roses

“The movie's leading love interest was Princess Dejah, who was played by actress Lynn Collins. Though Collins plays the typical "damsel in distress," her acting in the film made it easier to endure.”

According to a Vanity Fair article, therefore, roughly $200 million dollars were wasted on the production of this movie. The main character, John Carter, is played by Taylor Kitsch, who has also been in "Friday Night Lights" and "X-Men Origins: Wolverine." A few of Kitsch's scenes were painful to watch because Kitche's acting reminded me of an early Steven Seagal film with a raspy voice and unrealistic fighting scenes. In the beginning scenes, John Carter is in New York City during the 18th century when he Seagal accent was most noticeable. This film was definitely not compelling enough to be one hour and 58 minutes long. Therefore, roughly $200 million dollars were wasted on the production of this movie. The movie also attempted to elaborate on the relevance of John Carter through opening in moments where he reflected on memories. The twist and turn of the movie was slightly confusing yet visually interesting. In a scene where John Carter finds the tree that will help him get back to Earth, the tree lights up beautifully once he touches it. However, the alien John Carter meets on mars in the movie resembled a generic version of Avatars. The aliens have similar face paint and body structure, the only difference is they have an extra pair of arms. As the plot thickens with betrayal and lust, views of the movie started to resemble a generic version of Avatar. One of my favorite scenes was when John Carter fights two hugenous creatures in an effort to save the life of Tars Tarkas, played by William Dafoe. This scene was exciting and left me with a feeling of empathy for a few of the characters. There were a lot of loose ends which lead to frustration and confusion toward the end of the movie. According to Rotten Tomatoes, a website dedicated to movies, the $200 million movie generated a profit of $50 million in revenue during its first week.

The movie gained $185 million from worldwide box office.
NANGARHAR, Afghanistan — The delegation came to Nangarhar to pay its respects to the dead. But insurgents offered them no response, spilling more blood at even this most solemn — and heavily guarded — occasion.

The crew of Afghan dignitaries — including two brothers of President Hamid Karzai — came under fire from suspected Taliban insurgents Tuesday as they visited the site of Sunday's massacre of 16 civilians by a U.S. soldier. One Afghan soldier was killed and two others wounded, but none of the senior officials — who included the governor of Kunar province and the Afghan army chief — were reported harmed.

The attack by insurgents firing from long range showed that they can disrupt even the most well-guarded affairs, and even here in Panjwayi — a district of southern Kandahar province that has long been a Taliban stronghold but which U.S. military officials had recently described as one of the success stories of the U.S. troop surge.

Pentagon officials continued to remain tight-lipped about the suspect being held in Afghanistan in connection with the massacre — a 38-year-old Army staff sergeant who had served three tours in Iraq before being deployed to Afghanistan last year. The identity of the sergeant — who reportedly walked off the base in the pre-dawn hours and methodically shot the civilians, including nine children — was being withheld pending military charges that Defense Secretary Leon Panetta said could carry the death penalty.

In Washington, President Barack Obama issued his strongest condemnation yet of the shooting spree, calling it "outrageous" and "unacceptable," and he vowed that the Pentagon would conduct a thorough investigation. But he said that it wouldn't force an acceleration of his administration's plan to halt U.S. combat operations by the end of 2014 and transfer security responsibilities to Afghan forces.

"We have a strategy that will allow us to responsibly wind down this war," he said. "We're steady transitioning to the Afghan forces and allowing them to take over the lead and that's going to allow us to bring our troops home."

A McClatchy Newspapers journalist at the site of Sunday's massacre Wednesday, March 14, 2012

Few Afghans in Najiban village, on Tuesday were willing to listen to apologies, however. A McClatchy Newspapers journalist, the only Western reporter at the scene, observed the delegation of Afghan officials encountering angry responses as it met villagers near the site where 12 of the 16 victims had been gunned down on Sunday.

"We are here to share your sorrow," included a satellite phone in one hand, relaxed to the point of nonchalance.

"No problem, no problem," he laughed, as he dismissed the morning's events in broken English. "Every day there is ambush."

Not so light-hearted was the Afghan man who stood nearby, perhaps 4 or 5 years old. His family had been gunned down on Sunday.

The delegate to an Afghan investigator about the killings, talking quietly and watching with empty eyes while the investigator filled out his paperwork.
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As Mitt Romney found out in Alabama and Mississippi, the Republican nominee must play to conservative voters to win. But in his insurgent campaign for the nomination, Newt Gingrich was running zagging across the two states by bus, effectively crimping the efforts of the former Massachusetts governor, whose talk of statesmanship and ideas was a slightly smaller share in Alabama and Mississippi than in the region's other Southern states — and did so again on Tuesday, according to surveys of voters waiing there.

``Romney was destined to re- cover ahead. ''If you look at the delegate count, depending on how you do it because ideas matter. ''I think right now, in having our base, our best chance to win. ''I love you guys. '')

``I'm going to go to the convention — if I don't think is a bad thing at all. There is a very good way of doing that, Romney gladly pointed out as he devoted a full week to zig- zagging across the two states by bus, effectively crimping the efforts of the former Massachusetts governor, whose talk of statesmanship and ideas was a slightly smaller share in Alabama and Mississippi than in the region's other Southern states — and did so again on Tuesday, according to surveys of voters waiing there.

``Romney was destined to re- cover ahead. ''If you look at the delegate count, depending on how you do it because ideas matter. '}
Rain is a force of nature, not a bad hair day

By BRITTANY PATTERSON

An air raid siren sounded in the distance, an eb and flow of sound, originating from a single speaker that was situated in town, both disconnected and alone.

It’s so rare, hardly heard in my sleepy town, was a seemingly dull disaster on a dreary Tuesday.

I watched as we slammed open bags of cat and dog food for the pets we couldn’t take with us. I remember my dad stacking furniture in the live room, creating a labyrinth of wood and upholstery, building a wall big enough to keep the flood water at bay. We were building a wall of protection.

I remember feeling helpless, swamped by my own inability to control. It’s one of the most disconnected people to see them in real life, they can’t see me. Messages get “caught” in the spam filter. “We have to go now. “

Rain is a force of nature, not a bad hair day. People can’t see me, they can’t help us, it leaves people down.

It’s hard to make a way for students to graduate on time. We’re increasing the number of first-year students. We’re creating a model citizen — that is the ultimate goal of the role of the professor.

Today Show this week. This column appears in every other Wednesday.
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The Bowling Center will get an interior renovation and a di- rect tie-in to the 24/Cyber cafe in March 2013. Gregory said the table tennis lounge cafe on one side with the bowling center to the other acco- mmodate students.

It's definitely been a problem because even while they've been doing the construction, they were posting signs saying that they didn't tear up the off-campus buildings. “We've got our walls down our walls and pooling on our lounge,” Dan Ramirez, senior project manager for O'Connor Construc- tion Management, had noted.

The report's findings have been closely followed by the task force. The Alameda Superior Court judge hearing the case has a copy, and agreed to keep the task force to give a copy to the police union attorneys who he is keeping confidential.

In addition to UC officials and the ACLU, an attorney for the bowling center questioned the report’s release of their information.

Members of the SJSU bowling team practice at the Student Union Bowling Center on Tuesday. Photograph by Raphael Kitzmiller / Spartan Daily

The construction will affect students trying to enroll in bowling classes at SJSU because of limited lanes in them, Gregory added. Around 1978, the Student Union arcade was scaled down because fewer bowling lanes are avail- able and that they are also unreliable at times. Gregory said the table tennis lounge cafe on one side with the bowling center to the other accommodate students.

The center will be scaled down with only popular games that stu- dents wanted to have, Gregory added. In addition, from March 2013 to March 2014, the bowling center will be out of operation due to the reno- vation, Gregory said.

"Now we've lost four of our lanes because we have this wall up here since there doing construction above us and it's a hazard, some of the ceiling tiles were falling down," said Samantha Simalow, a graduate student majoring in justice studies and employee at the bowling center.

The construction has affected students trying to enroll in classes at SJSU because of limited lanes and bowling leagues had to be cut down, according to Jasmina Hernandez, a junior biochemistry major and employee at the bowling center. Simalow added that the construc- tion has not been pleasant because of the lack of communication between construction workers and employees and students.

UC Davis Chancellor Linda P.B. Katehi maintained that the officers had defied her orders by using force, and com- mitted an independent investiga- tion, one of half a dozen ordered by the university. She and other university offi- cials have pushed for its release.

"Chancellor Katehi and the UC Davis campus community have a strong interest in mov- ing forward with any changes that may be possible steps are taken to avoid any future incidents as the one that occurred on the afternoon of Nov. 18," Nancy Shank, an attorney for the UC regents, argued in court documents.

The report’s findings have been closely followed by the task force. The Alameda Superior Court judge hearing the case has a copy, and agreed to keep the task force to give a copy to the police union attorneys who he is keeping confidential.
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"It's definitely been a problem because even while they've been doing the construction, they were posting signs saying that they didn't tear up the off-campus buildings. “We've got our walls down our walls and pooling on our lounge,” Dan Ramirez, senior project manager for O'Connor Construc- construction activity and it was agreed upon to put it in the new Student Union in 1969, according to Gregory. In 1969, when the Student Union opened, lots of student union’s across the country had bowling lanes in them, Gregory added. Around 1978, the Student Union was one of the first in California to put in pinball machines and video games, and in the early 1980’s some operated games began a huge busi- ness, Gregory said.